Introduction
In Ref. 1 we proposed a new method for measurements of splay, twist and bend elastic constants of liquid crystals (LCs) by applying only electric fields.
In a planar (homogenous, HG) or homeotropic (HT) cell (where director r n of a nematic layer is parallel or perpendi− cular to the plane confined surfaces) with strong anchoring conditions at the boundary surfaces, splay (K 11 ), twist (K 22 ) and bend (K 33 5IPSHG40 or 5IPSHT40 cells with d = 5 μm, b = 10 μm and l = 40 μm [1] . From these results we can conclude that the three elastic constants of PLC or NLC can be quickly and quite accurately determined by applying only one hybrid in−plane−switched cell (HIPSP as in Fig. 1 or HIPSN as in Fig. 2 ). In this paper this composite method is presented.
HIPSP and HIPSN cells
In order to determine the three elastic constants of LCPs and LCNs by using only one hybrid measuring cell, two types of such cells were manufactured in our laboratory. The layouts of HIPSP and HIPSN cells are shown in Figs Since the accurate threshold values of voltages U th (equivalent to electric critical fields E C ) may be determined if the director boundary tilt angle (BTA) exactly equals 0 or p 2, two types of rubbed polyimides for homogenous and for homeotropic alignment were applied.
Results and discussion
The HIPSP and HIPSN cells were tested with three nema− tics: 4'−pentyl−4−cyanobiphenyl (5CB), 4−trans−4'−n−hexyl− −cyclohexyl−isothiocyanato−benzene (6CHBT) and equimo− lar mixture of two so−called Demus' esters (DE) very well known and well described in literature [1, [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . After fill− ing the HIPS cells with LCs under study, each part of a given cell was optically investigated at 25°C under a po− larizing microscope equipped with a photo−detector. Due to the magnification of microscope (M = 5x), the monitoring light intensities I versus applied voltages U were measured from aperture a = 2000 μm >> l + b = 50 μm under the pola− rizing microscope where all deformations were observed. Constants K 11 , K 22 , K 33 for 5CB and 6CHBT (both with De > 0) were determined with using 5IPS40P cells; and for DE (with De < 0) with using 5HIPSN cell. The results of measurements are shown in Table 1 .
The obtained results are in a rather good agreement with data taken from literature, thus the 5HIPSP40 and 5HIPSN40 cells can be satisfactorily used for quick labora− tory measurements of K 11 (Fig. 11) or effective dielectric permittivity (Fig. 12) . The cell deformations can be monitored by dielec− tric measurements especially in parts of cells without comb−like electrodes; the optical measurements are more flexible and easier to apply.
The results of measurements of K 11 , K 22 and K 33 for W19B in 4.9HIPSP40 cell and for W1795 in 5.1HIPSP40 cell are shown in Table 2 . 
